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Customers

Finally I would like to give you my advice on your choice of the right tyres for your car: 

If your budget is tight or you want to sell your car soon then go ahead with any cheap 
tyre. 

If you have a brand in mind and don't want to listen to anything else then go for it. 

BUT......   

If you have no preference with regards to brand and you are looking for a tyre as good 
as (or better) than one of the 'big 6' at a reasonable price, then go for 

If you look around my premises, you will see that the majority of the tyres are of the 
. If they are not good tyres why have they been the most popular tyres 

in my business for the last 10 years? Over 10 years is the period that many cars of my 
customers have been fitted with on many occasions.

If is not good, how come so many cars are factory-fitted with

Think about the quality of , other products that are and 
the standard of their economy…

, so why don't you gear up and accelerate your car with fantastic 
 today? I am more than 100% sure that your emotion will be deeply touched by their true top 

quality and brilliant performance - you will use  for years to come.

Look out is . Just like their 

Trust with satisfaction.
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Driving Emotion with Hankook Tyre

Billy Chun Auto Stop Leamington Ltd
Tyre Stop Korean Tyre 

Manufacturer, Hankook Tyre. Hankook Masters

Why do I tell you about Hankook Tyre? 

Hankook Tyre
Hankook 'Korea'

Hankook Tyres
Hankook Tyre

Hankook’s
Hankook Europe here .

Hankook,  
th7  Largest Tyre Company in the World

th
Do you know Hankook Tyre is the 7  largest tyre company in the 
world in terms of turnover ?  Pirelli's

Pirelli.

So who are the 6 biggest tyre manufacturers  in the world? 
Michelin, Bridgestone

Continental, Goodyear, Dunlop Pirelli
Yokohama Toyo

Do you know which tyre manufacturer is next after the big 6?

Hankook Tyre.

Can you believe there are more than 200 tyre brands (not 
manufacturers) in the U.K market ?

Dear valued customer,

My name is  and I am the owner of  . Before 
I took over  in 2004, I worked for more than 15 years at 

We are the member of  in this 
area.

 has become the fastest growing tyre manufacturer in the world 
since its establishment in 1941.  means  and they are well known for their top quality products and 
leading technology. 
 
Since being involved with this company, I have been making great efforts to sell and promote  in this 
area. As a result of my hard work and my customer's satisfaction,  sales are nearly 70% of the total 
tyre sales in our company.

Despite this, it seems to me many of my customers or potential ones still do not have much knowledge or 
experience about the worldwide tyre industry. The world is now changing so fast and technology is making it 
almost like just one country, getting closer than ever – yet despite  reputation throughout the rest of the 
world,    is still not the top brand in but it is now happening  

 - very similar, in fact, to . If their 
growth continues as it has done, soon they will overtake  
After that their aim is to become one of the Big 5 or even higher.

You'd probably be able to name , 
, and . Maybe even some of 

you know  or  too!

 That's 
right…

 

 It is a funny industry indeed. It 
looks like almost every country on Earth produces tyres ! But tyres 
are such important and technology-driven products - not just black 
rubber. They are incredibly important to our safety on the road.

Hankook Global Head Office - Seoul Korea

So, can you trust  Let's talk about …

is a small country with few natural resources but an economy driven by high technology (World Trade 
th 

Volume 11 ). I don't know what mobile, television or computer you have but if they are  or the like - 
they are all . 

Let's look at cars – , all .  are the 
fastest growing market and are the most improving cars in the world car industry.   are well reputed and 
rapidly growing in the and other markets but when it comes to the  market, they are still not  
strong enough yet. However, it will be happening soon.  has leading edge technology to build some of the 
worlds most sophisticated and modern ships (an industry which used to be led by , then ). Other 
thriving industries include IT businesses, the internet (downloading a movie in  takes just a few seconds, 
unlike here in !) and other high technology gadgets as well. Even   has been named the 
world's best airport service, has the best clearance times, operation and facilities for eight years in a row. If you go 
to , you will be very impressed just on your arrival alone! These are just a few examples. 

A nation's standards are reflected in their economy. I am not saying  is the best but I would say  has one 
of the best service levels and most efficient systems of any developed nation in many areas.  presence in 
the world is getting bigger and more powerful. 

Korean Brands? Korea, my country

South Korea 
Samsung or LG

Korean companies 

Hyundai, Kia, Chevrolet (GM Daewoo) and Ssang-yong Korean Korean-made cars 
Korean cars

American European
Korea

Britain  Japan
Korea

Britain In-cheon airport

Korea

Korea Korea
Korea's

The world has been changed!

Their tyres are the same - you can rely on Hankook Tyres.

not tyres! 

(not Japanese !)

REAO  K   K A OER RO EK  A AEROK K   O ARE

Korean Brands, Standard and Position in the World 

PERFORMANCE TYRES



Hankook's Power, Leading Technology, 
State of the Art Facilities and Global Operations 

Hankook

Hankook Hankook

Hankook's

Hankook's 

Hankook's

H a n k o o k

 uses the latest technologies (called ) to 
produce top quality products which are popular and highly regarded in the 
market. In addition to this, they put a great deal of investment into 
developing better products to meet market demands and environmental 
regulations. This creates energy savings, lower fuel consumption and 
reduction of CO2 levels as well as this provides better performance and 
satisfaction to  customers.  is working hard to develop 
'green and eco-tyres' to address the evermore important 'green issues'. Their 
use of the latest technologies and constant efforts to produce high quality 
tyres make  name ever stronger and bigger in the world tyre 
industry.

name goes hand in hand with high performance tyres and their 
run-flat tyre technology (mainly for BMW models at the moment) is second 
to none.   advanced technology is continuously developing new 
generation tyres like; tyres
      High performance 

  New concept tyres
  Eco-tyres 
  Run-flat tyres

This provides not only better 
comfort, performance and 
safety but ensure less rolling 
resistance which leads to lower 
fuel consumption and less CO2 
emissions. This will also lead to 

 g e t t i n g  m o r e  
opportunities to work with the 
major car manufacturers.

“Kontrol Technology”

•
•
•
•

If you have a chance to visit the Head Office or factories in Korea (2), China (2), Hungary (1) or their 
Research and Development centres, other facilities and operations over the world, you will be very surprised at 
their grand size, state of the art facilities and efficient operations – that's is to say nothing of their leading 
technology. When I was working for , I met a great deal of tyre dealers who had many experiences visiting 
tyre factories and facilities in the world including the 'big 6' and many others. Their first words to me were always 
like this; 

Hankook

Hankook

“Billy, I have never seen such clean and tidy tyre factories like Hankook's in my life “

 

The virtual handling 

system technology 

drives the develop-

ment of more con-

trolled and comfort-

able driving conditions 

by better understand-

ing the real vehicle and 

road conditions of tire 

performance under 

extreme conditions. 

An advanced virtual 

handling system simu-

lates conditions of a real vehicle testing for braking and handling perfor-

mance at high speeds often unsafe for even professional tire-test drivers. 

This allows Hankook to develop high-performing tires for extreme driving 

situations. Driver benefts include precise handling, increased safety, maxi-

mum grip when cornering and exceptional dry traction.

Suspension Synergy Technology integrates the separate measurement 

of a vehicle’s own suspension performance and helps develop tires more 

attuned to real driving conditions, compared to development that uses a 

tire’s performance alone. The use of highly specialized suspension equip-

ment (Suspension Parameter Measuring Machine or SPMM), often reserved 

for automakers, promotes the synergistic development of tires and intimate 

understanding of both vehicle and tire performances in a dynamic combi-

nation. This technology allows precise refnement of tires’ characteristics, 

maximizing the handling, cornering and braking performance for real vehicle 

situations. This allows Hankook to develop quality, comfortable tires cali-

brated for vehicle conditions. Driver benefts are better alignment of vehicle 

performance with tire performance, increased driving comfort, greater preci-

sion and safer handling.

Performance
Ensures handling, driving stability and durability 

under any condition  that pushes the limits of a 

tire’s performance. (A computer simulation helps 

forecast how a tire handles under demanding 

driving conditions.)

High-speed photographic modeling of tire performance in wet driving condi-

tions helps optimize tire design. Precise, data-rich images capture tires trav-

eling at high-speeds (from 60 to 100 km/h) through dangerous wet driving 

conditions, enabling engineers to model the discharge of water away from 

tire surfaces. This promotes the development of more optimal structures to 

expedite water channeling and advance the design of safer tires for wet driv-

ing conditions. Driver benefts include improved braking performance on wet 

surface and reduced danger of hydroplaning.

Super Wet Grip Compound, a combination of high dispersible reactive silica 

and special resin application, enables maximum wet and dry grip. The po-

rous surface of nano-scale dispersed silica attracts water molecules and 

rapidly removes water from the road surface. Micro-dispersed special resin 

migrates to the tire tread surface and sticks to the road surface during driv-

ing. The synergy created by the two special materials enables the tire to 

have a tight hold on wet and dry road surfaces for stable, easy handling 

and braking. Driver benefts are improved braking performance on wet road 

conditions.

Ensures that the integrity, design and mate-

rial composition of tires remain true when most 

needed during stressful and dangerous driving 

conditions. (Advanced frst-principle engineer -

ing process enhances the durability and shape-

recovery characteristics of a tire under the most 

severe driving conditions.)

Safety

Virtual Noise Proofng Technology reduces the noise level produced by tires 

by understanding how people perceive tire noise through a variety of audi-

tory tests. By understanding the relationship between sound and the per-

ception of sound by people, engineers integrate a range of technologies that 

analyze the sound and noise created by tires versus tire pattern and vehicles 

characteristics. A range of tests – pitch design optimization, neural network 

analysis and sound synthesis simulation – help design tires that effectively 

disperse sound pressure and emit the optimum frequency and pitch sound 

levels, reducing the perception of noise associated with tires. This allows 

Hankook to develop custom-made tires that run with reduced environmental 

noise. Driver benefts include a more comfortable and less stressful driving 

experience, along with decreased driving noise.

Ride Quality Control Technology measures car vibrations felt by the human 

body. Tuning technology improves ride quality by reducing vibrations of the 

vibration sensitive range. Tire kinetics technology compares and analyzes 

vibrations that can be monitored by the driver when driving over bumps on 

the road by installing a sensor on the vehicle.

Removes stress from the driving experience by 

limiting noise, vibrations and harshness, based 

on an intimate understanding of how tires per-

form and behave in real world situations (analyz-

es how different tire patterns can produce varied 

frequency and pressure while driving on different 

road surfaces.)

Environment

Fuel Effciency Profling helps develop tires where all sections are optimized 

to reduce rolling resistance. Profling individual sections whether it is the side-

wall or tread, means that each section can be optimized to enhance the tire’s 

overall rolling resistance performance. This precise, fne-tuning process of 

individual sections helps develop tires that are more resistant to deforma-

tion and therefore require less energy to continue rolling. Driver benefts are 

decreased rolling resistance and increased fuel savings.

High Fuel Saving Compound lowers rolling resistance without compromising 

tire performance. Development of a revolutionary silica-based compound re-

duces rolling resistance while returning extraordinary braking performances 

on wet surfaces. Key to the tire’s performance is how the silica compound is 

completely dispersed throughout the rubber-mix on a nano-scale, balancing 

its effectiveness in hardening the tire without compromising other perfor-

mance factors. This allows Hankook to develop quality, high-performing tires 

that help reduce fuel bills. Driver benefts are decreased rolling resistance, 

increased fuel savings and improved wet braking performance.

Environment technologies minimize a tire’s 

impact on the environment and help custom-

ers save money by reducing rolling resistance, 

increasing tire durability and longevity.

Comfort

Tame the Road

The New Power in Sports Driving

According to several of Europe’s leading enthusiast magazines, 
the new Hankook Ventus V12 evo earned high praise when compared to some of the 
fnest tires in the world, including a “Very Recommendable” conclusion from AutoBild. 

 

This Leafet has been printed with environmental friendly soy ink. 

Kontrol Technology is Hankook Tire’s technology philoso-

phy which refects how the tire should perfectly control the 

interaction between the driver, the car and the road while in 

motion. It is implemented to ensure Hankook Tire provides 

the greatest benefts and driving experiences to customers in 

terms of safety, driving comfort, handling, performance and 

environmental friendliness.

3D Curve Pattern

Ingeniously designed 3D curved-shaped 

profle design minimize the danger of hydro-

planing, whether driving straight or cornering, 

while enhancing the overall integrity of the tire 

structures at the same time, increasing grip 

and corning on dry surfaces

Hydro to Outstanding (H2O) Technology

High-speed photographic modeling of tire 

performance in wet driving conditions helps 

optimize tire design, pushing away water from the tire surface and accelerat-

ing more favorable braking conditions.

Super Wet Grip Compound

Polar surface of nano-scale dispersed silica attracts water molecules and 

rapidly remove water layer on the road surface. 

ABS Optimization Technology

Optimizes the stiffness and braking performance of the tires to work and 

integrates with vehicles equipped with ABS technology, while also increasing 

the performance and safety for vehicles with rear-wheel drive.

2008 

Overall Win – Redline Time Attack (Apr.19 ,2008)  

Overall Win & New Track Record – Redline Time Attack (June.28, 2008) 

-> Old Record Time : 1:37:60 / New Record Time : 1:35:30 at Miller Motorsports Raceway  

Overall Win & New Track Record – Super Lap Battle (July.12, 2008) 

-> Old Record : 1:28:10 / New Record Time : 1:23:50 at Willow Spring Raceway

Class Win – Redline Time Attack (July.19, 2008)

2007 

Overall Win & New Track Record – Redline Time Attack (Apr.28, 2008) 

-> Old Record Time : 1:48:906 / New Track Record : 1:48:766 at ButtonWillow

Overall Win & New Track Record – Redline Time Attack (Sep.29, 2008) 

-> New Track Record : 1:28:806

2006  

Overall Win – Super Street Time Attack (Jun.17, 2008)     

Tire Display_Wheel Cap

Stiffness Control Contour Theory

First-principle design engineering that ensures 

the integrity of the tire under different degrees 

of pressures helping maintain consistent tire 

performance under strenuous conditions and 

throughout its prolonged lifespan

Stone Ejection Technology

Small, hard, uneven projections within the 

groove prevent stones from coming in contact 

with the groove’s inner surface, causing dam-

age or embedding itself into the tire, and bounce or eject the tire from the 

groove.

Vibration Control Technology

Super-sensitive vibration recording technology allows Hankook Tire to refne 

and develop tires that produce less vibration while in motion and in contact 

with road surfaces.

Fuel Effciency Profling Technology

By profling and analyzing each section of the 

tire versus rolling resistance performance, tires 

can be developed where all sections are -

 optimized to reduce rolling resistance.

High Fuel Saving Compound 

Technology

Special silica compound lowers rolling re-

sistance without compromising tire performance.

- Improves Fuel Economy by 2% 

- Reduces CO2 Emission by 4.1g/km 

- Source: Testing from Korea Automotive 

                Technology Institute

Symmetrically designed semi-slick 

tire with tread width longitudinal tread 

grooves for outstanding performance 

on the circuit in dry or damp condition

Winning Records

Kumsan(top left), Daejeon (bottom left) plants in Korea, Jiaxing(top right) in China, Dunaujvaros (bottom left) in Hungary

Hankook's Global Marketing Activities – Motor Sports, Sports, TV 
Campaigns and Others 

Hankook
Hankook

Hankook racing tyres

Hankook

 has been working very hard to increase their Brand Awareness in the past decades. This includes a great 
deal of investment in marketing activities around the world.  racing teams are all over the world;

Le Mans 24 the International Rally Championship       

Scottish Rally, British Rally World rally championship                           

Korea, Japan, America  & China racing championships and 
      many other equivalent major racing events. 

The quality and technology of   are truly top class 
indeed. They are also involved in global TV campaigns including BBC 
World News, SKY, Discovery, the official partner of UEFA EUROPA league 
and many other sports activities (football, rugby, baseball etc). They have 
been working with leading car manufacturers closely which has been 
raising the profile of  around the world. 

Now they are enjoying the fruits of their labour and success (more 
champagne bottles are around the corner!). 

• •

• •

•
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High Performance Tyres HRS (Hankook  Runflat 
System) Tyres

Environment Friendly
Tyres

Hankook Kontrol Technology
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Hankook's

Hankook

Hankook

Hankook

Hankook's tyres www.hankooktire.com

 global operations and business are 
rapidly increasing and expanding, making the 
'big 6' nervous as they lose their market share. 
Some of them have even made offers to 

 to buy their brands ! Some have 
offered to work with Hankook. 

In my opinion there is not much difference 
between  (No. 7) and the other big 6 
brand names in terms of technology, quality of 
product and performance for most ordinary cars 
(please don't get me wrong, I am not talking 
about Formula 1 Tyres!). I would say  
tyres – for cars, 4x4s, vans, racing (not F1, they 
produce F3 tyres!) and truck tyres are as good as 
the other big boys' and even outperform them in 

certain areas. This has been proved by many test results in different environments and areas in the world, not to 
mention the recommendations and referrals from customers all over the world. You can see many great test 
results of on their web site    or other sources like internet or car 
magazine reviews etc. 

 LOOK AT HANKOOK’S FANTASTIC TEST RESULTS!

Hankook Global R&D Centre in Korea

Hankook Kumsan Plant in Korea

Having said all this, there  actually is quite a difference between  and the other big boys'… 

Personally, I am sad to sell such good products as   at lower prices than those of the big 6. It's all 
about brand names and values instead of true quality and performance, isn't it?  is fully aware of this, but 
there is no doubt at all that over the next few years  true power will become bigger and stronger than 
ever.

 

My opinion of  and its presence in the world tyre market have been backed up by  original 
equipment with leading car manufacturers and they will be more and more coming with the big names.   

Hankook Price!!

Hankook tyres
Hankook

Hankook's

Hankook with Leading Car Manufacturers 

Hankook Tyre Hankook's

PERFORMANCE TYRES

PERFORMANCE TYRES

Of course,  is the main supplier of all 
  has already supplied tyres to major car manufacturers such as 

Soon all the leading car makers will fit  as original equipment. It will 
prove to everyone how good  are. In these times of world recession everyone tries to limit spending 
as much as they can so it is likely that many of the bigger badges will be made with . 

Hankook Korean Car Manufacturers – Hyundai, Kia, Chevrolet (GM, old 
Daewoo) and Ssang-yong. Hankook Mercedes, 
BMW, Audi, VW and Ford etc. Hankook Tyres

Hankook Tyres
 Hankook Tyres

You will soon find out whether I am right or wrong!

   are today fitted on:-

Hyundai

Kia

Chevrolet ( Daewoo)

Ssang- Yong

Ford

Vauxall (Opel)

Chrysler

Mercedes

BMW 

Mini

Audi 

VW

Seat

Renault

Toyota

Mitsubishi

Land Rover

Hankook tyres 

Mercedes-Benz
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